Detroit transect
an interim account for the Knight Foundation
by Marc Downie and Paul Kaiser
10 September 2013
This seems an opportune time to catch you up with the state of our
project, which has grown in ambition and scope.
It’s also gained a new name — Detroit transect — to designate the
cluster of inter-related pieces we’re busy creating.
In this interim account you’ll find:
•• an illustrated tour of how we’ve surveyed, captured, and aligned the
present and past of the transect (pp 2–31).
••

a summary of the remaining work we face (32).

••

an account of the range of outcomes we are approaching (33).

••

the questions we ponder about how best to show, share, and distribute
the resulting works (34).
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transect chosen: the line formed by Brush Street
For the transect, we chose the line
roughly traced by Brush Street.*
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* We in fact extended the line across the river via the Windsor Tunnel and circumvent
interruptions created by two highways and the Highland Park Ford plant. We also follow the kink at its northernmost tip, as it adjusts to a different street grid).

A relatively small road running two
blocks east of Detroit’s main Woodward Avenue thoroughfare, Brush
Street starts just short of the Detroit
River downtown and peters out in
Highland Park.
Though an unremarked-upon route,
Brush Street traverses some of the
most significant and/or telling sectors
of the city along its nearly seven-mile
length.
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key points of interest
① Renaissance Center. Now General Motors’ world headquarters, this strikingly odd
office and commercial complex (outmodedly modern) stands on landfill carted over
when Detroit’s last fort was taken down. The
RenCen site was once a thriving railroad and
shipping hub.
② Germantown. In this mixed neighborhood of offices and apartments, parking
lots occupy many places where buildings
once stood. Not long ago, it was a legal
and administrative center, as signalled by
the still-impressive but now vacant Wayne
County building. Earlier it was a district of
tinkerers, whose mechanical ingenuity led
to Detroit’s supremacy in cars and motors.
③ Stadiums / Fisher Highway. The football
and baseball stadiums draw large crowds of
white suburbanites, transforming this largely deserted area for the few hours around
home games. The Fisher Highway provides
quick access to these sporting attractions;
the construction of its interchange with
the Chrysler Freeway helped obliterate the
Hastings Street neighborhood, which at the
time was the center of Black cultural life.
④ Brush Park. Here, in the shadow of downtown, stand a few Victorian houses amid
vacant lots given over to wildflowers and
pheasants — a photogenic site of lost
grandeur and a favorite of “ruin porn” photographers. Brush Park set the original and
regrettable pattern for Detroit’s well-to-do:
created as an exclusive enclave for the rich,
it was quickly abandoned for areas ever further removed from the city center.

⑤ Detroit Medical Center. This expanding
cluster of hospitals is a bustling and prosperous city-within-a-city. Harper Hospital, the
oldest of the hospitals, was formed by exArmy surgeons returning to Detroit following the Civil War.

⑨
⑧

⑥ Milwaukee Junction. Currently a halfabandoned neighborhood traversed by a
still-functioning railroad line, this was once
home to Detroit’s earliest car factories. Ford
invented the Model T half a block away on
Piquette Street.

⑦
⑥

⑤
④
③
②
①

⑦ Central Woodward. Typifying vast
swathes of the city, life goes on in households
that are in various states of repair and liquidity. But interspersed among these homes are
abandoned and decaying houses as well as
vacant lots now reverting to the landscape’s
original prairie condition.
⑧ Highland Park Ford Plant. The site
where Ford first perfected automobile mass
production, some of the buildings are now
subleased by Ford to other manufacturers,
though the vast lot in back is now given over
to rusting cars and car parts as well as to a
salvage business.
⑨ Greenfield Elementary School. Just
before the terminus of Brush Street out in
Highland Park stands this recently abandoned elementary school. With large classrooms and a once-beautiful theater and
gymnasium, the solid brick building had
been built for the ages, but its broken windows now look out on what is quickly turning to countryside.
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structural spine
The structural spine of Detroit
transect aligns to a uniform geographic grid all its varied types of
data — whether captured in the
field or gathered from archives or accessed online.
This structure insures that we never
lose our bearings as we shuttle across
the line both in time and in space,
moving fluidly between different
types of representation as we go.
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geographic alignment of data
— present and past

⑨

photograph

1938 street directory

⑧
3d reconstruction

1912 insurance atlas

⑦
3d car video: west

google street-view

⑥
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⑤
④
③
②
①

3d car video: east

3d car video: front

census block data

3d hand-held video

1800s print

1967 riot diagram

1940s aerial photo

3d fixed-position video

wifi networks

3d helicopter video

3d monorail video

1930 city plan

alignment example — sanborn insurance atlas
The Sanborn maps are an instance
of exemplary information collection
in the analogue age, surpassing in
certain respects the digital mapping
information we now have at our fingertips.
Each page of this massive multivolume series depicts roughly four
blocks of the city, identifying each
structure by name and each type of
building material by color code.
A complete set of the atlas is in the
maps collection of the University
of Michigan, where we were able to
scan all pages that map Brush Street
at extremely high resolution (9,000 x
10,000 pixels).
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end

The relevant pages are now stitched
together to trace Brush Street from
start to end.
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start

Each Sanborn page is precisely aligned
to a contemporary digital map.
Here we align the page to an OpenStreetMaps map, but with equal ease
we can align to Google Maps as well.
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The Sanborn volumes for Detroit
were begun in the early 1900s.
Instructions for updating the maps
were sent to subscribers, who then
pasted updated overlays onto the
original pages.
Since the overlays were not completely opaque, the volumes are palimpsests in which past states of the
city peek through later ones.
In this case, we see the buildings
obliterated when the Edsel Ford Expressway cut a new channel for cars
across the city.
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3d survey
A very thorough 3D capture of Brush
Street was accomplished from a diversity of vantage points.
Among these vantage points were,
in counter-clockwise order: from a
car; from a helicopter; and from a 5th
floor hotel window.
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helicopter
Over the course of a 90 minute flight
on a chartered helicopter, we captured the full length of Brush Street
from both sides.
Our route took us south along the
west side, circled around the Renaissance Center over the river, and then
returned back up the east side.
The result is a comprehensive aerial
survey and 3d capture of our line.
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Pictured here are the southern and
northern extremes of the transect
— (1) the Renaissance Center downtown and (2) the abandoned Greenfield Elementary School in Highland
Park.
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circling downtown— from Brush Park to sports stadiums to Renaissance Center to river

1

car
Only in Detroit can you drive on a
single road for nearly seven miles at 4
miles per hour.
We drove north on Brush Street for
its full length more than a dozen
times, for purposes first of study and
then of capture.
For capture by car, we mounted our
camera rig alternately on the front,
left, and right sides of the rented suv.
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Pictured here are two frontal views:
(1) Brush Park;
(2) Milwaukee Junction.
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Highland Park neighborhood — side views (on this & next page)
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3d computed from 2d video
The side views taken from the car will
all be in 3d despite being recorded
with a single camera — a comparatively inexpensive scientific camera
that has superb optics and (what is
rare at an affordable price) a non-rolling shutter.
frame 2

frame 1

Since we recorded our video from
a very slowly moving car, however,
each frame overlaps the next frame
considerably, which allows us to back
out a 3d image, as illustrated here.
There is just enough disparity between successive frames as to approximate the disparity between left
and right eyes, which is the basis for
stereoscopic perception.
By aligning and then trimming the
two separate frames, we can synthesize a 3d image.
We do so automatically using computer vision techniques implemented
in our open source software platform
Field.

left eye

right eye
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1

elevated views
For elevated views lower than that of
the helicopter, we filmed extensively
(1) from the PeopleMover monorail.
In addition we captured scenes from
(2) a 5th floor hotel window, as well as
from the top of the Renaissance Center, from the tops of many parking
structures, from offices and outdoor
elevators in the Detroit Medical Center, and from the roof of the Greenfield Elementary School at the end of
the transect.
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hand-held camera interiors
Many interiors were captured with
a small hand-held 3d camera rig of
our own making, which allowed us
to roam fairly unobtrusively through
interior spaces.
Pictured here are two contrasting
views:
(1) the vacant and vandalized Greenfield Elementary School in Highland
Park;
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(2) an underground corridor running
underground between state-of-theart radiology facilities at the Detroit
Medial Center.
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Greenfield Elementary School

cornering
To capture Brush Street’s corners and
side streets, we snaked between the
two roads parallel to Brush on either
side (which are John St. and Beaubien
streets for most of the route) as we
drove up the full length of the road.
Pictured here is another abandoned
elementary school in Highland Park.
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night view
We chose a contrasting route that
intersects Brush Street downtown
— following Gratiot into downtown
and then Michigan Avenue out, a line
that traces the original Native American footpaths that predated the city.
Detroit at night is distinctively different from other American cities not
only because of its many vacant lots
but also its many broken lights.
Our method takes a large number
of short exposures at high framerate and then eliminates their inevitable noise by synthesizing artificially
long exposures, producing haunting
frames like those seen at left.
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3d reconstructions
We refined a technique to model
3D spaces from photographs. After a
given space has been photographed
from as many angles as possible, our
software finds all points in common
from which it then builds a 3d model.
Pictured here is the resulting pointcloud from a number of photographs
(a sampling of which are below) of a
classroom at the Greenfield Elementary School.
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When viewed in 3d (rather than in
2d on this flat page), this technique
is invaluable.
In this illustration, you see that the
software has combined several spaces
on two levels of the school, picturing
them from an extrapolated angle that
we could never otherwise obtain.
Photographs like the one below, from
which the 3d space has been reconstructed, may be placed in the reconstruction from the exact angle and
with the same framing as they were
snapped.
corridor

light-well

classroom

stage

auditorium
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In 3d this visualization allows you to
make sense of the dizzying multiple
levels of the Renaissance Center.
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level one: starbucks

level a: gm showroom

level two: tree planters

level two: circular walkway

electro-magnetic sampling of
wifi networks
A good deal of presence and activity in contemporary life is invisible
to the eye, and so in an attempt to
register some of it along Brush Street,
we attached an antenna to the top
of our car, connecting it via Ethernet
to a laptop computer, and captured
for later analysis all the wireless packets we could detect along the way.
We tagged those packets with their
respective gps locations, the names of
their networks, the strength of their
signals, and a measure of their activity.
Though we have yet to process and
analyze the full recording, we were
struck at the time by two aspects:
rough visualization of practice run downtown

first, that while such networks were
concentrated most heavily where
one would expect — downtown and
midtown — they are present almost
the entire length of Brush Street;
second, that the names given to the
networks vividly evoked their neighborhoods, shifting from the corporate downtown to the folksy and
imaginative further north.
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archival prints
In addition to the Sanborn maps, we
scanned numerous other prints and
maps from the Bentley Historical Archive at the University of Michigan.
Here an 1887 print gives a bird’s eye
view of Detroit at that time, which
can be aligned to the our helicopter
survey.
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highland park ford plant views
Three views of the Highland Park
Ford plant:
in its heyday, shown in a page from
the Baist Real Estate Atlas, as rich
an information source as the Sanborn insurance maps, which it
complements;

brush

and at present, captures from the helicopter and car surveys.
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brush

brush

polk’s detroit city directories
The printed Detroit city directories
are a rich trove of information from
the analogue age, with volumes gocontaining Brush Street going back to
1895.
Entries are cross-listed by name and
—remarkably — by address, allowing
us to align them to our geographic
grid and then to compare occupancies (often, lives) of the same lots over
time.
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6541 brush street

1938

1967

Here, in a vacated stretch of the city
just north of Milwaukee Junction
(pictured below in our street capture),
the directory entries tell a story common in Detroit.
Examining a small apartment building at 6541 Brush Street and the two
smaller lots south of it, we find 11 occupants in 1938, 5 in 1967, and none
today.
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google streetview alignment
Our car captures are all aligned with
Google’s street-view (with roughly
twelve of our photos for every one of
Google’s).
Here is a startling example of discoveries to be made this way — what we
took for an abandoned school (see
below) had an intermediate existence
as a facility for the Detroit police department (as seen at left).
This led us to discover the 2011 scandal behind this (see next page), which
also showed that the Google imagery
was more than three years old.
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crime lab coverage
Counter-clockwise: coverage of the
Crime Lab scandal on tv, in the newspaper, and on a website.
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summary of remaining work
1. collecting
Still to be added to the spine of our work are these key 3d captures:

time to capture voices and sound-scapes, though some of the material we did record is extraordinary (the fully rehearsed corporate tourguides, male and female, whom we recorded on separate occasions in
the Renaissance Center; the survivalist strategies and conspiracy theories of a man who spends much of his day biking or jogging north and
south between downtown and the city limits, often on Brush Street;
the forlorn sounds of dogs barking and distant trains whistling at the
end of our line).

a capture of the tide of suburbanites that wash in for baseball games,
activating the surrounding blocks for a few hours before they retreat
again, leaving the area as deserted as it was before.
•• a re-capture of Brush Street from the front of a car, this time with a
dual-unit fisheye camera set-up that will take in a wider expanse of the
landscape in full 3d.
•• a capture of the interior of the Highland Park Ford Plant, the most significant site that we have yet to gain entry. This is the most problematic
area for us, for despite having been in contact several times with Ford’s
sympathetic corporate historian, no arrangements have yet materialized.
••

Even so, more time in Detroit could be crucial in filling out our audio
library; again a question of budget.
2. creating

The first two of these captures will be completed in a return trip to Detroit on October 10–16, and perhaps, through renewed appeals and by
some unforeseen stroke of luck, the third.

Though we’ve made small prototypes and proofs-of-concept, this is
where our time and energy now goes. These are the key areas:
••

A certain amount of archival research and image gathering remains.
While we have completed most of the essential research in the University of Michigan’s Bentley and Maps Collections while we were artistsin-residence in Ann Arbor, there is more to be done in Detroit itself,
where we have surveyed but not delved deeply into the remarkably
extensive but poorly digitized Burton Collection of the main public library. In addition, there is image research to be done with the Detroit
Free Press archives and the Wayne State archives.
There remains one last incomplete element, which is sound. Our 3d
capture process was so demanding that our previous trips left little
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••
••

••
••
••
••
••

final review, processing, and tagging of all 3d captures (color-correction, stereo alignment, automated computer vision analysis).
final review, processing, and tagging of all audio captures.
final review, processing, correlating, and tagging of all archival material
(completion of maps alignment, spatial placement of historical prints
and photographs, etc).
design and programming of multimedia database.
design and programming of main installation interface.*
design and programming of web interface.
dramaturgy and storyboards.
programming and editing of “satellite” film projects.*

* see outcomes section on following page.

